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ABSTRACT
Facial makeup transfer aims to translate the makeup style from a
given reference makeup face image to another non-makeup one
while preserving face identity. Such an instance-level transfer prob-
lem is more challenging than conventional domain-level transfer
tasks, especially when paired data is unavailable. Makeup style
is also di�erent from global styles (e.g., paintings) in that it con-
sists of several local styles/cosmetics, including eye shadow, lip-
stick, foundation, and so on. Extracting and transferring such local
and delicate makeup information is infeasible for existing style
transfer methods. We address the issue by incorporating both
global domain-level loss and local instance-level loss in an dual
input/output Generative Adversarial Network, called BeautyGAN.
Speci�cally, the domain-level transfer is ensured by discriminators
that distinguish generated images from domains’ real samples. The
instance-level loss is calculated by pixel-level histogram loss on
separate local facial regions. We further introduce perceptual loss
and cycle consistency loss to generate high quality faces and pre-
serve identity. The overall objective function enables the network
to learn translation on instance-level through unsupervised adver-
sarial learning. We also build up a newmakeup dataset that consists
of 3834 high-resolution face images. Extensive experiments show
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that BeautyGAN could generate visually pleasant makeup faces
and accurate transferring results. Data and code are available at
http://liusi-group.com/projects/BeautyGAN.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Makeup is a ubiquitous way to improve one’s facial appearance with
special cosmetics, such as foundation for concealing facial �aws,
eye liner, eye shadow and lipstick. With thousands of cosmetic
products, varying from brands, colors, way-to-use, it is di�cult to
�nd a well-suited makeup style without professional suggestions.
Virtual makeup application is a convenient tool, helping users try
the makeup style from photos, such as MEITU XIUXIU, TAAZ
and DailyMakever1. However, these tools all require user’s manual
interaction and provide with only a certain number of �xed makeup
styles. In daily life, celebrities always wear beautiful makeup styles,
which give some examples to refer to. Makeup transfer provides an
e�cient way to help users select the most suitable makeup style. As
shown in Figure 1, makeup transfer (results of our method) could

1xiuxiu.web.meitu.com, taaz.com, dailymakeover.com
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Figure 1: Example results of our BeautyGAN model for
makeup transfer. Three makeup styles on reference images
(top row) are translated to three before-makeup images (left
column). Nine generated images are shown in the middle.

translate the makeup style from a given reference face image to
another non-makeup face without the change of face identity.

Existing studies on automatic makeup transfer can be classi�ed
into two categories: traditional image processing approaches[11,
19, 29] like image gradient editing and physics-based manipula-
tion, and deep learning based methods which typically build upon
deep neural networks[23]. Image processing approaches generally
decompose images into several layers (e.g., face structure, color,
skin) and transfer each layer after warping the reference face image
to the non-makeup one. Deep learning based method[23] adopt
serveral independent networks to deal with each cosmetic individu-
ally. Almost all previous methods treat the makeup style as a simple
combination of di�erent components, thus the overall output image
looks unnatural with apparent artifacts at combining places (see
Figure 4).

Recent progress on image-to-image translation, such as style
transfer[8, 9, 13], has shown that an end-to-end structure act on
the entire image could generate high quality results. However, di-
rectly applying these techniques in our task is still infeasible. Facial
makeup transfer has two main characteristics that are di�erent
from previous problems. 1) Makeup style varies from face to face,
and require transferring on instance-level. On the contrary, typi-
cal image-to-image translation methods[4, 12, 35] built upon gen-
erative adversarial networks (GAN) are mostly for domain-level
transfer. For instance, CycleGAN[35] realizes image-to-image trans-
lation between two collections (e.g., horses and zebras), and empha-
sizes inter-domain di�erences while omits intra-domain di�erences.
Therefore, using CycleGAN in our problem tends to generate an

average domain-level style that is invariant given di�erent refer-
ence faces (see Figure 4). 2) Makeup style is beyond a global style
and includes independent local styles. Speci�cally, in conventional
style transfer works[8, 9, 13], style generally refers to the global
painting manner like brush stroke and color distribution. In con-
trast, makeup style is more delicate and elaborate, which consists of
several local cosmetics including eye shadows, lipsticks, foundation
and so on. Each cosmetic represents a completely di�erent style.
Therefore, it is di�cult to extract makeup style as a whole while
preserving particular traits of various cosmetics.

Another crucial issue is the lack of training data. On one hand,
the released makeup dataset (see Table 1) is too small to train a
su�cient large network, and the facial makeup images are mostly
of low resolution/quality. On the other hand, it is di�cult to obtain
a pair of well-aligned face images with di�erent makeup styles.
Thus supervised learning with paired data is also implausible.

To address the above issues, we propose a novel dual input/output
generative adversarial network called BeautyGAN, to realizemakeup
style transfer in an uni�ed framework. It accepts the makeup and
non-makeup faces as inputs and directly outputs the transferred
results. No additional pre-/post-processing is required. Similar to
CycleGAN[35], the network �rst transfers the non-makeup face
to the makeup domain with a couple of discriminators that dis-
tinguish generated images from domains’ real samples. On the
basis of domain-level transfer, we achieve instance-level transfer by
adopting a pixel-level histogram loss calculated on di�erent facial
regions. To preserve face identity and eliminate artifacts, we also
incorporate a perceptual loss and a cycle consistency loss in the
overall objective function. Thanks to the dual input/output design,
the cycle consistency between inputs and outputs could be achieved
with only one generator, which realizes makeup and anti-makeup
simultaneously in a single forward pass. Moreover, no paired data
is needed during the whole training procedure. As shown in Figure
1, the generated images are natural-looking and visually pleasant
without observable artifacts.

To sum up, the main contributions are three-folds:
(1) We achieve automatic makeup transfer with a dual input/out-

put generative adversarial network. Experiments present
the e�ectiveness of the transferring strategy, and generated
results are of higher quality than state-of-the-art methods.

(2) We achieve instance-level style transfer by successfully ap-
plying pixel-level histogram losses on local regions. Such
instance-level transfer approach can be easily generalized
to other image translation tasks, such as style transfer for
head-shot portraits, image attribute transfer and so on.

(3) we build up a new makeup dataset with a collection of 3834
images, which is available at http://liusi-group.com/projects/
BeautyGAN.

2 RELATEDWORKS
2.1 Makeup Studies
Recently, makeup related studies have arousedmuchmore attention.
[31] proposed a facial makeup detector and remover framework
based on locality-constrained dictionary learning. [20] introduced
an adversarial network to generate non-makeup images formakeup-
invariant face veri�cation. Makeup transfer is another attractive



application, which aims to transfer makeup style from reference
image when still preserving source image identity. [11] decomposed
images into three layers and transferred makeup information layer
by layer. This method may smooth facial details of source images
thus another image decomposition method was introduced by [19].
All above makeup transfer frameworks are based on traditional
methods, while [23] proposed a localized makeup transfer frame-
work in the way of deep learning. It divided facial makeup into
several parts and conducted di�erent methods on each facial part.
Warping and structure preservation were employed to synthesize
after-makeup images.

Unlike the aforementioned works, our network could realize
makeup transfer and makeup removal simultaneously. Meanwhile,
the uni�ed training process could consider relationships among
cosmetics in di�erent regions. In addition, the end-to-end network
itself could learn the adaptation of cosmetics fed in source images,
thus eliminates the need of post-processing.

2.2 Style Transfer
Style transfer aims to combine content and style from di�erent
images. To achieve this goal, [8] proposed a method that generated
a reconstruction image by minimizing the content and the style re-
construction loss. To control more information like color, scale and
spatial location, an improved approach was presented in [9], where
perceptual factors were introduced. The methods mentioned above
could produce high-quality results but require heavy computation.
[13] proposed a feed-forward network for style transfer with less
computation and approximate quality.

2.3 Generative Adversarial Networks
Generative Adversarial Networks[10] (GANs) is one of the gen-
erative models, consisting a discriminator and a generator. GAN
has been widely used in computer vision tasks due to its ability
of generating visually realistic images. [17] presented a generative
adversarial network for image super resolution. [6] employed con-
ditional GAN[25] to solve particular eye in-painting problem. [27]
trained adversarial models on synthetic images for improving the
realism of them. [34] even enabled to incorporate user interactions
to present real-time image editing, where GAN was leveraged to
estimate the image manifold.

2.4 GAN for Image-to-Image Translation
Most existing researches on image-to-image translation aim to learn
a mapping from source domain to target domain. Recently, there
are some promising works[4, 12, 35] appling GAN to this �eld. [12]
proposed a so-called pix2pix framework, which could sythesize
images from label maps and reconstruct objects from edge images.
To solve the problem of lacking paired images for training, [22]
proposed a model whose generators were bounded with weight-
sharing constraints to learn a joint distribution. [35][14] presented
cycle consistency loss to regularize the key attributes between
inputs and translated images. StarGAN[4] even solved problem
of mapping among multiple domains within one single generator.
Specially, [15] introduced an encoder working with GAN for image
attribute transfer.

3 OUR APPROACH: BEAUTYGAN
Our goal is to realize facial makeup transfer between a reference
makeup image and a non-makeup image on instance-level. Con-
sider two data collections, A ⇢ RH⇥W ⇥3 referring to non-makeup
image domain and B ⇢ RH⇥W ⇥3 referring to makeup image do-
main with various makeup styles on. We simultaneously learn the
mapping between two domains, denoted as G : A ⇥ B ! B ⇥ A,
where ’⇥’ represents Cartesian product. That is to say, given two
images as inputs: a source image Isrc 2 A and a reference image
Ir ef 2 B, the network is expected to generate an after-makeup
image I

B
src 2 B and an anti-makeup image I

A
ref 2 A, denoted

as (IBsrc , IAref ) = G(Isrc , Ir ef ). IBsrc synthesizes the makeup style

of Ir ef while preserving the face identity of Isrc , and I
A
ref real-

izes makeup removal from Ir ef . The fundamental problem is how
to learn instance-level correspondence, which should ensure the
makeup style consistency between result image IBsrc and reference
images Ir ef . Note that there is no paired data for training.

To address the issue, we introduce pixel-level histogram loss
acted on di�erent cosmetics. In addition, perceptual loss has been
employed to maintain face identity and structure. Then we can
transfer the exact makeup to the source image without the change
of face structure. The proposed method is based on Generative
Adversarial Networks[10], and it is convenient to integrate all loss
terms into one full objective function. Adversarial losses help gen-
erate visually pleasant images and re�ne the correlation among
di�erent cosmetics. The details of loss functions and network ar-
chitectures are shown below.

3.1 Full Objective
As illustrated in Figure 2, the overall framework consists of one
generator G and two discriminators: DA,DB . In the formulation
(IBsrc , IAref ) = G(Isrc , Ir ef ), G accepts two images, Isrc 2 A and
Ir ef 2 B, as inputs and generates two translated images as outputs,
I
B
src 2 B and IAref 2 A.
We �rst give objective functions of DA and DB , which contain

only adversarial losses. DA distinguishes the generated image IAref
from real samples in set A, given by:

LDA = EIsrc [lo�DA(Isrc )]
+ EIsrc , Ir ef [lo�(1 � DA(IAref ))].

(1)

Similarly, DB aims to distinguish generated image IBsrc from real
samples in set B, given by:

LDB = EIr ef [lo�DA(Ir ef )]
+ EIsrc , Ir ef [lo�(1 � DA(IBsrc ))].

(2)

The full objective function of generator G contains four types of
losses: adversarial loss, cycle consistency loss, perceptual loss and
makeup constrain loss,

LG = �Lad� + �Lc�c + �Lper + Lmakeup , (3)

where � , � ,� are weighting factors that controls the relative im-
portance of each term. Adversarial loss for G integrates two terms:
LDA and LDB as

Lad� = LDA + LDB . (4)
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Figure 2: Framework of the proposed BeautyGAN. The upper pipeline shows the overall system. G accpets two images as
inputs: non-makeup image Isrc , referencemakeup image Ir ef , and generates two outputs: transferredmakeup image IBsrc , anti-
makeup image IAref . The generated images are fed into the sameG to build up reconstruction results: I r ecsrc , I

r ec
ref . There are four

loss terms for trainingG: cycle consistency loss, perceptual loss, adversarial loss (denoted as DA and DB ) andmakeup loss. The
lower pipeline shows the details of makeup loss. It consists of three local histogram loss terms acted on face, eye shadow and
lips, respectively. We �rst utilize face parsing model to separate each cosmetic region of Isrc , Ir ef , IBsrc . Then, for each region,
we employ histogrammatching between Isrc and Ir ef to obtain a histogram remapping facial region as ground truth. The local
loss term calculates pixel-level di�erences between such ground truth and corresponding cosmetic region of IBsrc .

Note that the generatorG and discriminators DA,DB play minmax
game, where G tries to minimize the adversarial loss and discrim-
inators DA,DB aim to maximize the same loss function. Three
remaining losses will be detailed in the subsequent sections.

3.2 Domain-Level Makeup Transfer
We exploit domain-level makeup transfer as the foundation of
instance-level makeup transfer. Thanks to the dual input/output
architecture, the proposed network could simultaneously learn the
mapping between two domains within just one generator. The out-
put images are required to preserve face identities and background
information as input images. To satisfy these two constraints, we
impose perceptual loss and cycle consistency loss, respectively.

Rather than directly measuring di�erences between pixel-level
Euclidean distance, perceptual loss calculates di�erences between
high-level features extracted by deep convolutional networks. In
this paper, we utilize 16-layer VGG networks pre-trained on Ima-
geNet Dataset. For an image x , Fl (x) denotes the corresponding

feature maps in lth layer on VGG, where Fl 2 RCl⇥Hl⇥Wl .Cl is the
number of feature maps, Hl andWl are height and width of each
feature map, respectively. Thus the perceptual loss between input
images Isrc , Ir ef and output images IBsrc , IAref are expressed as:

Lper =
1

Cl ⇥ Hl ⇥Wl

’
i jk

El (5)

El = [Fl (Isrc ) � Fl (IBsrc )]2i jk + [Fl (Ir ef ) � Fl (IAref )]
2
i jk , (6)

where F li jk is the activation of the ith �lter at position <j,k> in lth
layer.

In order to maintain background information, we also introduce
cycle consistency loss. When the output images are passed into the
generator, it is supposed to generate images as close as the original
input images. This procedure can be expressed as

(Isrc , Ir ef ) ! G(Isrc , Ir ef ) ! G(G(Isrc, Ir ef )) ⇡ (Isrc , Ir ef ). (7)



The loss function is formulated as

Lc�c = EIsrc , Ir ef [dist(I r ecsrc , Isrc ) + dist(I r ecref , Ir ef )], (8)

where (I r ecsrc , I
r ec
ref ) = G(G(Isrc , Ir ef )). The distance function dist(·)

could be chosen as L1 norm, L2 norm or other metrics.

3.3 Instance-level Makeup Transfer
To further encourage the network to learn instance-level makeup
transfer, it is essential to add constraints on makeup style consis-
tency. We observe that facial makeup could be visually recognized
as color distributions. No matter lipsticks, eye shadows or foun-
dations, the makeup process could be mainly understood as color
changing. There are various color transfer methods that can be
found in the survey [7]. We employ Histogram Matching (HM), a
straightforward method, and introduce additional histogram loss on
pixel-level, which restricts the output image IBsrc and the reference
image Ir ef to be identical in makeup style.

Histogram loss. If we directly adopt MSE loss on pixel-level
histograms of two images, the gradient will be zero, owning to
the indicator function, thus makes no contribution to optimization
process. Therefore, we adopt histogram matching strategy that
generates a ground truth remapping image in advance. Suppose
that we want to calculate histogram loss on pixels between original
image x and reference image �, we should �rst perform histogram
matching on x and � to obtain a remapping image HM(x ,�), which
has the same color distribution as � but still preserves content
information as x . After we get HM(x ,�), it is convenient to utilize
the MSE loss between HM(x ,�) and x , then back-propagate the
gradients for optimization.

Face parsing. Instead of utilizing histogram loss over the entire
image, we split the makeup style into three important components
– lipsticks, eye shadow, foundation. State-of-the-art methods like
[23] also take these three components as makeup representations.
And then we apply localized histogram loss on each part. The rea-
sons are two folds. First, pixels in background and hairs have no
relationship with makeup. If we do not separate them apart, they
will disturb the correct color distribution. Second, facial makeup is
beyond a global style but a collection of several independent styles
in di�erent cosmetics regions. In that sense, we employ the face
parsing model in[32] to obtain face guidance mask asM = FP(x).
For each input image x , pre-trained face parsing model would gen-
erate an index maskM denoting several facial locations, including
lips, eyes, face skin (corresponds to foundation), hairs, background
and so on. At last, for eachM , we track di�erent labels to produce
three corresponding binary masks, representing for cosmetics spa-
tiality:Ml ip ,Me�e ,Mf ace . It is important to note that eye shadows
are not annotated onM , because the before-makeup images have
no eye shadows. But we expect the result image IBsrc to have similar
eye shadow color and shape as reference image Ir ef . According to
eyes mask Me�e , we calculate two rectangle areas enclosing eye
shadows and then exclude eyes regions, some hair and eyebrow
regions in between. Thus we could create a speci�c binary mask
representing for eye-shadowsMshadow .

Makeup loss. The overall makeup loss are integrated by three
local histogram losses acted on lips, eye shadows and face regions,

Figure 3: Samples from MT dataset. The non-makeup and
makeup images are shown in upper row and lower row.

Table 1: Comparison with released makeup datasets.

Dataset Subjects Images per subject Total number
of images

YMU[2] 151 4 604

VMU[5] 51 4 204

MIW[1] 125 1-2 154

MIFS[3] 214 4 or 2 642

Ours(MT) 3000+ 1-2 3834

respectively:

Lmakeup = �lLl ips + �sLshadow + �f Lf ace , (9)

where �l , �s , �f are weight factors. We multiply images with their
corresponding binary masks and process spatially histogrammatch-
ing between result image IBsrc and reference image Ir ef . Formally,
we de�ne local histogram loss as

Litem = kIBsrc � HM(IBsrc �M1
item , Ir ef �M2

item )k2. (10)

M
1 = FP(IBsrc ) (11)

M
2 = FP(Ir ef ) (12)

Here, � denotes element-wise multiplication and item are in set of
{lips, shadow, f ace}.

4 DATA COLLECTION
We collect a new facial makeup dataset consisting of 3834 female
images in total, with 1115 non-makeup images and 2719 makeup
images.We refer to this dataset as theMakeup Transfer(MT) dataset.
It includes some variations in race, pose, expression and background
clutter. Plenty of makeup styles have been assembled, including
smoky-eyes makeup style, �ashy makeup style, Retro makeup style,
Korean makeup style and Japanese makeup style, varying from
subtle to heavy. Speci�cally, there are some nude makeup images,
as for convenience, have been classi�ed into non-makeup category.

The initial data are crawled from websites. We manually remove
low resolution images under bad illumination condition. And then
retained images are employed face alignment with 68 landmarks.
According to the two eye locations, we transform them to the same



spatial size 256 ⇥ 256. Among 3834 images, we randomly select 100
non-makeup images and 250makeup images for test. The remaining
images are separated into training set and validation set.

MT is the biggest makeup dataset comparing to other released
makeup datasets. Existing makeup datasets mostly consist of no
more than 1000 images. They typically assemble pairs of images
for one subject: before-makeup image and after-makeup image
pair. Although the same object is obtained in such pair images,
they have di�erences on view: poses, expressions even illumination.
Generally, they are applied for studying the impact of makeup
in face recognition and are inapplicable for makeup transfer task.
MT dataset contains diverse makeup styles and more than 3000
subjects. The detailed comparison between makeup datasets are
listed in table 1. Examples of MT are illustrated in Figure 3.

5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we depict the network architecture and training
setting. All the experiments apply the same MT dataset we release.
We compare performances of our method and some other baselines
from both qualitative and quantitative perspectives. And we further
give a thorough analysis on components of BeautyGAN.

5.1 Implementation Details
Network architecture.Wedesign the generatorG with two inputs
and two outputs. To be speci�c, the network contains two separate
input branches with convolutions, respectively. In the middle we
concatenate these two branches together and feed them into several
residual blocks. After that, the output feature maps will be up-
sampled by two individual branches of transposed convolutions to
generate two result images. Note that the branches do not share
parameters within layers. We also use instance normalization [30]
forG . As for discriminatorsDA andDB , we leverage identical 70⇥70
PatchGANs [18], which classi�es local overlapping image patches
to be real or fake.

Training Details. To stabilize the training procedure and gener-
ate high quality images, we apply two additional training strategies.
First, inspired by [35], we replace all negative log likelihood ob-
jective in adversarial loss by a least square loss [24]. For instance,
equation 1 is then de�ned as below, so as equation 2 and 4:

LDA = EIsrc [(DA(Isrc ) � 1)2]
+ EIsrc , Ir ef [DA(IAref )

2].
(13)

Second, we introduce spectral normalization [26] for stably training
discriminators. It is computationally light and easy to incorporate,
which satis�es the Lipschitz constraint � (W ) = 1 :

WSN (W ) := W

� (W ) , (14)

where � (W ) is the spectral norm ofW , denoted as:

� (w) := max
h:h,0

kWhk2
khk2

= max
kh k21

kWhk2, (15)

here, h is the input of each layer.
For all experiments, we obtain masks annotated labels on di�er-

ent facial regions through a PSPNet[33] trained for face segmenta-
tion. The relu_4_1 feature layer of VGG16[28] network is applied for
identity preserving. Such VGG16 is pre-trained on ImageNet and

has parameters �xed all through training process. The parameters
in equations 3 and 9 are: � = 1, � = 10,� = 0.005, �l = 1, �s =
1, �f = 0.1. We train the network from scratch using Adam[16]
with learning rate of 0.0002 and batch size of 1.

5.2 Baselines
Digital Face Makeup[11] is an early makeup transfer work, ap-
plying traditional image processing method.
DTN[23] is the state-of-the-art makeup transfer work. It proposes
a deep localized makeup transfer network, which independently
transfers di�erent cosmetics.
Deep Image Analogy [21] is a recent work, which realizes visual
attribute transfer across two semantic-related images. It adapts im-
age analogy to match features extracted from deep neural networks.
We apply it on makeup transfer task for comparison.
CycleGAN[35] is an representative unsupervised image-to-image
translation work. To adapt makeup transfer task, we modify the
generator in it with two branches as input, but maintain all the
other architecture and setting as the same.
Style Transfer[13] is a related work, which trains a feed-forward
network for synthesizing style and content information from re-
spective images. We employ non-makeup image as content and
reference makeup image as style for experiments.

5.3 Comparison Against Baselines
Qualitative evaluation. As demonstrated in Figure 4, we show
qualitative comparison results with baselines. We observe that
although Guo et al. [11] produces images with makeup on, the
results all have visible artifacts. It seems like a fake mask attached
on the non-makeup face. Mismatch problem occurs around facial
and eyes contour. Some incorrect details are transferred, such as the
black eye shadows on the second and fourth rows are transferred
into blue. Liu et al. [23] transfers di�erent cosmetics independently,
as a result, it shows alignment artifacts around eye areas and lips
area. The foundation and eye shadows have not been correctly
transferred as well. Style transfer[13] generates images introducing
grain-like artifacts, which deteriorate image quality. It typically
transfers global style like painting strokes thus is infeasible for
delicate makeup style transfer. Comparing to the above methods,
CycleGAN[35] could produces relatively realistic images. However,
the makeup styles are not consistent with references. Liao et al.
[21] produces outputs with similar makeup styles as references and
shows natural results. However, it transfers not only facial makeup,
but also other features in reference images. For example, the third
image changes background color from black to gray, the fourth
image changes hair color and all images modify pupil colors to be
like references. In addition, it transfers lighter makeup styles than
references, especially in lipsticks and eye shadows.

Compared with baselines, our method generates high quality
images with the most accurate makeup styles on, no matter com-
pared in eye shadows, lipsticks or foundations. For instance, in
the second row, only our result transfers the dark eye shadows of
reference image. The results also show that BeautyGAN keep other
makeup-irrelevant components intact as the original non-makeup
images, like hairs, clothes and background. In Figure 5, we zoom



Non-makeup Reference Guo[11] Gatys[8] Liu[23] Liao[21] Cycle-GAN[35] BeautyGAN

Figure 4: Qualitative comparisons between BeautyGAN and baselines. The �rst two columns are non-makeup images and
reference images, respectively. Each row in the remaining columns shows the makeup transfer results of di�erent methods.

Non-makeup Reference Liu[23]

Liao[21] Cycle-GAN[35] BeautyGAN

Figure 5: Zoom in the performance of eye makeup and lipsticks transfer.

in the performances of eye makeup and lipsticks transfer for bet-
ter demonstrating the comparison. More results are shown in the
supplementary �le.

Quantitative comparison. For quantitative evaluation on Beau-
tyGAN, we conduct a user study from 84 volunteers. We randomly
choose 10 non-makeup test images and 20 makeup test images,

which would obtain 10⇥20 after-makeup results for each makeup
transfer method. Two representative baselines are in comparison:
Liao et al. [21] and Liu et al. [23]. Each time, we present �ve images,
including a non-makeup image, a makeup image as reference, and
three randomly shu�ed makeup transfer images generated from
di�erent methods. Participants are instructed to give a rank order of



Non-makeup reference A B C D E

Figure 6: Results of ablation study. The �rst two columns are non-makeup images and reference images, respectively. Each
row in the remaining columns shows the makeup transfer results of �ve experiments: A, B, C, D, E. Di�erent experiment
settings are illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2: Ablation Study Setups

Setup Lper Lf ace Le�e�shadow Ll ips

A
p p p

B
p

C
p p

D
p p p

E
p p p p

Table 3: Result of user study.

Methods Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3
Liu[23] 4.25% 10.78% 84.97%
Liao[21] 33.91% 46.03% 20.06%
Ours 61.84% 27.56% 10.59%

three generated images, based on quality, realism and makeup style
similarity. Rank 1 represents the best makeup transfer performance
while rank 3 represent the worst makeup transfer performance.

Table 3 shows the results. For each method, we normalize the
votes and obtain the percentages of three rank orders. There are
61.84% results of BeautyGAN rank number one, comparing to
33.91% of Liao et al. and 4.25% of Liu et al.. Also, BeautyGAN has the
least percentage on Rank 3 column. We observe that BeautyGAN
is mostly voted as Rank 1, Liao et al. distributes mainly on Rank 2
and Liu et al. has most votes on Rank 3. User study demonstrates
that our method performs better than other baselines.

5.4 Component Analysis of BeautyGAN
To investigate the importance of each component in overall ob-
jective function (Eqn. 3), we perform ablation studies. We mainly
analyse the e�ect of perceptual loss term (Eqn. 5) and makeup loss
term (Eqn. 9). Thus the experiments are conducted with adversarial
and cycle consistency loss all the time. Table 2 shows the settings
and Figure 6 demonstrates the results.

In experiment A, we remove the perceptual loss term from Eqn.
3. In such situation, the results are all fake images like two inputs

warped and merged on pixels. On the contrary, other experiments,
where perceptual loss term is included, show that the identities of
non-makeup faces are maintained. Therefore, it indicates perceptual
loss helps to preserve image identity.

Experiments B, C, D, E are designed for investigating makeup
loss term, which consists of three local histogram loss acted on dif-
ferent cosmetic regions: Lf ace ,Lshadow ,Ll ips . In experiment B,
we directly remove makeup loss from Eqn. 3. We �nd the generated
images are slightly modi�ed on skin tone and lipsticks, but do not
transfer makeup style from reference images. We then sequentially
add Lf ace , Lshadow and Ll ips on experiment C, D, E. Column
C shows results that foundation could be successfully transferred
from reference images. Based on foundation transfer, experiment
D add eye shadow constraints Lshadow within. We observe that
local eye makeup are transferred as well. Column E is the results
trained with overall makeup loss. It shows that lipsticks are addi-
tionally transferred comparing to column D. To sum up, makeup
loss is necessary for instance-level makeup transfer. Three terms
of makeup loss play role on foundation, eye shadow and lipsticks
transfer, respectively.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we propose a dual input/output BeautyGAN for
instance-level facial makeup transfer. With one generator, Beau-
tyGAN could realize makeup and anti-makeup simultaneously in
a single forward pass. We introduce pixel-level histogram loss to
constrain the similarity of makeup style. Perceptual loss and cycle
consistency loss have been employed to preserve identity. Experi-
mental results demonstrate that our approach can achieve signi�-
cant performance gain over existing approaches.
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